Abstract-A method to recognize human activities captured in video is proposed. The method classifies basic human body activities, such as walking, running, gymnastic exercises and others. Applying Burt-Adelson Pyramid approach, the system extracts useful features consisting of multi-resoutional optical flows. This paper also reports coarseness limit of spatial resolution of optical flow for activity recognition; optical flows of 8 sub-areas covering the human body area are minimum requirement for the recognition. Also, the experiment examines effective weighting of multi-resoutional feature components. These results on recognition of coarse video will be useful for designing surveillance camera system.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Today, automatic and robust systems to recognize human activities for surveillance video camera are required strongly. Demand for security in public spaces and decline of camera price rushed us into employing huge number of surveillance cameras. However, number of personnel to monitor the cameras is insufficient. Camera systems should comprehend contents of the video images, especially human activities.
In general, motion pictures of surveillance video are coarse to recognize precise movements of human body, since areas of human body image are often small. Also, video is two-dimensional, so that it does not provide full information of actual three-dimensional movements. Therefore, it is essentially difficult to restore complete data of human body motion from surveillance video. These difficulties should be overcome by developing methods that can recognize with information of small number of pixels. This paper proposes this kind of robust methods. I will explain my proposal focusing on the following 2 points: 1 . Minimum requirement on number of pixels for human activity recognition. 2. Techniques of processing features to be efficient and robust for recognition.
B. Biological background Animals and humans do not require so many pixels of motion image to recognize other animal motions. According to Johansson [1] , visual information of movements of 12 major joints of a human body is enough for humans to recognize body activity.
Such coarse information is enough for recognition. Body movements are easy to comprehend, because they are strongly restricted. Body motions of animals are restricted by mechanical constrains. Also, animals and humans usually control their bodies with some typical coordination pattern [2] . Variety of biological movements is small. This paper adopts optical flow of body images as cue for activity recognition instead of movements of the major joints as in the experiment of Johansson. Measurement of optical flows is easier than tracking movements of the major joints. Even though the optical flows do not represent detail of body motion exactly, they may provide enough amount of information for recognition.
C. Related works
There are 2 approaches in human activity recognition in video.
First approach is structural movement analysis represented by tracking interest points (that are often major joints) on a human body [3, 4] . Of course the movements of major joints well reflect posture and movement of a human body. However, it is rather difficult to track them stably when video is coarse or contains occlusions. Instead of ordinal interest points, Yilmaz and Shah [5] used singular points (and other geometrical features) of a spatiotemporal contour of human body.
The second approach is statistical image processing of frame images. Ma and Lin [6] processed frame images with primal component analysis (PCA) to classify and recognize sequence of human actions. Palana and Nelson [7] employed distribution of periodicities and magnitudes of body motions as features for recognition. These methods handle rather large amount of data, which are required for image processing.
Goa et al. [8] proposed an intermediate approach that analyzes optical flows statistically to comprehend structure of moving objects.
In general, conventional approaches require fine video images and complex calculation.
The approach of this paper can be classified into the statistical approach, because I do not track interest points on a human body. I concern realization of robust recognition methods that can work with coarse video images. According to the biological facts, statistical approaches may require fewer amount of information.
II. METHOD A. Strategy Overview My approach consists of 4 steps; 1) measuring optical flow over human area, 2) merging distribution of optical flows by using Burt-Adelson Pyramid method, 3) composing multiresolutional feature vector that represent activity condition of each video frame, and 4) human activity recognition with Vector Quantization (VQ) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
Merger of neighboring optical flows is expected to have two advantages: reduction of data size and elimination of unimportant components. Well-planned spatial low-pass filters make image recognition successful. In general, image blurring makes information coarser, so it might affect badly for recognition. Blurring, however, eliminates unimportant information for recognition in some cases [9] .
I employ Burt-Adelson Pyramid approach [10] , which is a famous technique to analyze images by multi-scale features. The pyramid approach keeps information at several resolutional levels (called pyramid levels) to insure against danger of eliminating important components at the merging procedure. We do not know adequate cut-off frequency of the spatial low-pass filter, which changes as the case may be. So I employ this strategy.
B. Setting ofMeasurement
In order to make measurement stable, video recording condition in this paper is fixed as follows: number of human in video is assumed as one, and the distance between the human and the camera is almost constantly kept as 5 m (i.e. the human never comes closer or goes far). These assumptions are just for stable spotting of the human areas.
The system draws a rectangle over the human area (Fig. 1) . The center of the rectangle is set to the center of mass of pixels of the human body. The rectangle is posed to vertical and horizontal. Length of the vertical edges is fixed as 240 pixels, which is slightly larger than the human height. The length of the horizontal edges is fixed as 120 pixels.
The system then set a grid of observation points that has 128 points (in 8 columns and 16 rows) in the rectangle. For each observation points, the system calculates optical flow between frames by using template-matching method.
The system thus gets distribution of the 128 optical flow vectors denoted as V over the human area for each frame.
Vi (t) = (Vxi (t),IVyi (t)) (1) For the aim of human activity recognition, we want to recognize human activity itself. The system should recognize walks (for example) by analyzing changes of actions inside human body area, even though the walks are slow or fast. Therefore, it may be better to ignore translational movements of the rectangle. The system uses optical flows without translational components described by (2) .
EVi (t) (2) where N is the number of the observation points that is 128.
C. Merger ofNeighboring Optical Flows
The simplest merging of local data is block averaging, which just takes averages of data among neighbor observation points. /.l7 6 /98X1 00 A.6
Multi-scale block averaging proceeds by merging 2 neighboring cells recursively (Fig. 2) . The fractal line shown in Fig. 1 describes neighbor relationship of the merging. Recursive function of (3) and (4) generates the fractal numbering.
i =G(log2 (N); x, y) (3) G(a; z, w) = F 1
t2a-I + G(ac-1; w1-2L(a-l)/2j z) (otherwise)
where L j stands for the floor function. Using fractally numbered index instead of x-y coordinates, we can align the array of the optical flow vectors in a line that is convenient to calculate block averages. (5) is a block summation of optical flows in the j-th sub-area, when the rectangle area is divided into D parts.
K of (6) is a composition of M vectors and holds the input information that is low-pass-filtered at a certain resolution level.
K(t;D) = {M(t; D,1),.. *IM(t; D,D)} (6)
We can select the number of the sub-areas, D. D should be a power of 2.
D=27-L (7)
We call the number of L pyramid level.
D. Composing Scale-Free Feature Vector
To maintain enough information for recognition, it is better using several K vectors at different pyramid levels than using single K. The system composes a feature vector, F, that consists of K vectors (7). ("Flat" type) ("Root" type) ("Propotional" type) (8) Flat type of the weight attaches big decisiveness for the recognition on global components (that are components of higher pyramid levels). When there exist some correlations Fig. 6 ).
Root type is expected equalizing norms of K vectors, when optical flows are random (so that the merged optical flows M distribute like random walk and will obey (9)). AM(t; DsmallJ 1) Cc M(t; Dlarge) large (9) Dsmall Proportional type makes the feature vector an alignment of the block averages ignoring sizes of the blocks. It will give detail components more decisiveness.
E. Recognition Procedure
We can use ordinal techniques to recognize human activities that are presented as time-series of the feature vector.
First, we employ Vector Quantization technique to classify F vectors. The system calculates F vectors of all time frames of all videos reserved for learning (as shown in Table   1 ) and classifies them into 32 groups.
At this step, a video clip is processed into a sequence of numbers that stand for types of distribution of the optical flows.
We then employ Hidden Markov Model to recognize each type of human activity. At learning step, the system generates a state-transition model for each human activity. State transition topology of the model is shown in Fig. 3 . It is common to all kinds of the human activity samples.
After learning, the system recognizes human activities by using acquired models. 
A. Observation Setup and Input Data
I used a Victor GR-HD 1 camera that provides monochrome NTSC signals of video image. The image processing equipment is a Hitachi HICOS IP7000, which takes 77 ms on average to calculate 128 optical flows of each frame. Therefore the system gets about 13 image frames for each second.
Videos of human activities to learn and recognize consist of 9 kinds of behaviors shown in Fig. 4 . Half of the video samples are used to learning of VQ and HMM. The rest half of the video samples are for recognition test (Table I ). All I conduct the HMM procedure 10 times for each pyramid level, since performance of the HMM recognition is unstable due to dependence of randomization of initial variables.
B. Result and Discussion 1) Recognition with single pyramid level.
The system recognized the human activities using just single pyramid level at the success rates shown in Fig. 5 .
Till the pyramid level become 3, at which the whole image is divided into 16 sub-areas, the system could recognize at the rates around 70%. The feature vector when the pyramid level is 3 has only 16 dimensions and got similar result to the result of pyramid level of 0 whose the feature vector has 128 dimensions.
2) Recognition with multi pyramid level. I also conducted an experiment to recognize human activities with feature vectors including several pyramid levels.
The vector quantization procedure classified the feature vectors into 32 representatives whose spectra are shown in Fig. 6, 7 , and 8 where the weightings of feature components are flat type, root type, and proportional type respectively. As expected, the root-type weighting realized equalization of norms of the feature vector.
Each of the representative vectors correspond to one of typical frames of the human activities (Fig.9) . quantization processed the video sequences into sequences of indexes of the representative vectors (Fig. 10, Fig. 1 1) . The recognition rates were not so different when the system used all of 510 components of the feature vectors (Fig.  12) .
Since 510 dimension of the feature vector is large, I tried running the system with dimension-reduced feature vectors. I discarded components of some pyramid levels (Table II) .
As the result, I found that the root type weighting got better and stable recognition rate when the feature vector has only components of high pyramid levels up to 4. It means that the system can recognize the human activities with coarse information of 8 sub areas as well as recognition using detail video information.
3) Recognition with sparse pyramid level. I conducted recognition tests to find adequate composition of pyramid levels to perform more efficient recognition, which get high success rate with fewer amount of information.
I selected pyramid levels of the feature vector to reduce the data size (Table III) . Despite the reduction of information, the system got almost same success rates as that of normal setup (Fig. 13) 
